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2019

FESTIVAL

ARRIVAL / REGISTRATION

8.15 - 9.00am
9.00 9.20am

Session 1

9.20 10.00am

Session 2

10.00 10.30am

Session 3

AGENDA

OPENING ADDRESS - Brad Howarth
Hear from the worlds largest Iot technology suppliers about Australia’s Iot projects and issues
Hard won lessons from real world Iot
MORNING TEA / NETWORKING

10.30am - 11.15am

IOT STREAM 1

11.15am 12.00pm

Session 4

IOT STREAM 2

IoT and transport: real-world insights

Better IoT security

From autonomous cars to road infrastructure monitoring, there
are many transport uses cases for IoT. But what have real-world
trials found and what are the implications for your IoT projects?

There’s no shortage of ways IoT security problems
could damage your business. This panel tackles the key
issues.

The business realities of IoT at scale
12.00 12.45pm

Session 5

NETWORKING LUNCH

12.45 - 1.30pm

1.30 2.15pm

2.15 3.00pm

Primary Producers

Next-gen essential services

Session 6

Hear how people developing IoT solutions for primary
industries and testing them in the field are tackling
key challenges.

Utilities are using everything from narrowband networks
to image analytics to improve services. Learn about some
of their activities and the key issues they’re encountering.

Reekoh - Integration and the business of things

The IoT skills trap

Session 7

Learn about the integrated data landscape that’s driving
transformation with Physical (IoT), Application and Open data

The technology may be evolving quickly, but finding people with
the right IoT skills isn’t always easy. Hear about the key issues.

3.00 - 3.45pm
3.45 4.15pm

Ensuring IoT projects benefit communities
How can local governments and their partners do better
at deploying IoT projects, so that they truly benefit
communities? Hear from the front line of these deployments.

A small IoT trial is one thing, but a full commercial rollout
is another matter. Hear about some of the challenges and
approaches to deploying IoT at scale.

AFTERNOON TEA / NETWORKING

Session 8

BMW Keynote - hear from one of the worlds leading automotive brands about how they use IoT

Session 9

Rapid development of 5G , AI and other technologies will change the way we use IoT in a few years from now. Learn
where IoT is going next and how to plan ahead.

The future of IoT
4.15 4.45pm

IOT AWARDS PRESENTATIONS - Celebrating Australias best IoT projects, people and companies.
4.45 5.30pm

Session 10

5.30 - 6.00pm
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